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ABSTRACT 
Significance: Poor peripheral visual acuity in myopia may reflect, in part, photoreceptor 
misalignment with the exit pupil of the eye. We speculate that if such misalignment causes 
sufficient visual deprivation and/or disrupts retinal feedback processes, it may influence eye 
growth itself.  
Purpose: It is known that myopic eyes have a reduced peripheral resolution acuity relative to 
emmetropic eyes, though it remains unclear how mechanical stretching of the retina in myopia 
impacts on peripheral visual performance. Our aim was to determine how retinal stretching affects 
the properties of sampling units in peripheral vision. 
Methods: Three-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging provided a depiction in vivo of ocular 
shape, allowing the inter-eye ratio of retinal image surface areas and the relative alignment of 
surfaces to be determined in our observer, who was unique in having severe myopia in the right 
eye (~21D) but only modest myopia in the left (~3D). Visual performance was assessed for the 
detection and direction discrimination of drifting sinusoids positioned 40º in the temporal retina. 
Applying the sampling theorem to our measures, we estimated the density and cut-off frequency 
of the underlying sampling units. 
Results: The retinal image surface area of the right eye was 40% larger than that of the left, and 
was rotated 8.9º anticlockwise relative to the left . In agreement with a linear 
stretch model of myopia, the sampling density of the right eye was reduced by approximately the 
same ratio as that predicted from the inter-eye MRI data, namely 1.18. However, the cut-off 
frequency (cycles/mm) of the right eye was approximately half that of the left, a reduction that 
cannot be explained solely by a linear areal expansion of retinal sampling units.
Conclusions: Poor peripheral acuity in severe myopia may be caused, at least in part, by
receptoral misalignment with the exit pupil. 
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Although the central spatial acuity of corrected myopes is similar to that of emmetropes,1,21
various reports suggest that the peripheral acuity of myopes is reduced relative to emmetropes.1-2
3 Reasons for this reduced acuity remain unclear, though candidate properties of the myopic retina 3
that may underlie this finding include the size, density and spatial arrangement of ganglion cells 4
and/or photoreceptors. It is well known, for example, that spatial acuity declines with distance 5
from the fovea at a faster rate than that dictated by the optical properties of the human eye, with 6
several reports suggesting that peripheral acuity is principally determined by the receptive field 7
size and sampling density of ganglion cells.4-8 With excessive expansion of the posterior vitreous 8
chamber, as occurs in severe myopia,9-11 sampling density may be decreased1-3 and9
photoreceptors may be misaligned with the exit pupil.12,1310
Our principal aim was to determine how retinal stretching from severe myopia affects the 11
properties of sampling units in human peripheral retina. We used three-dimensional magnetic 12
resonance imaging to depict ocular shape, while sampling density was measured in situ by 13
making use of the fact that human peripheral vision is susceptible to anomalous motion perception 14
because of spatial aliasing.7,14-16 The frequency at which aliasing first occurs is indicative of the 15
Nyquist limit of the underlying sampling mosaic,17,18 which is known to be the parvocellular 16
ganglion cell matrix in the far temporal retina.7,15 Following the example of these aliasing studies,17
we assessed the effects of severe myopia on visual performance for both the direction 18
discrimination and detection of drifting sinusoids positioned at 40º in the temporal retina. From 19
these measures, employing the sampling theorem, we determined the density and filtering 20
properties of the underlying sampling matrix. A simple linear stretch model of myopia predicts a 21
decrease in sampling density with a concomitant increase in spatial pooling by the sampling units. 22
As our highly anisomyopic (~ 18 D) observer was distinguished by having only a modest 23
we employed the same observer for both experimental and 24
control measures. 25
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26
METHODS 27
The study was approved by the Aston University Research and Ethics committee and 28
complied with the 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its later amendments. Informed written consent 29
was obtained from the subject in this study. Identifying subject features have been removed to 30
ensure anonymity.  31
32
Refractive details of observer 33
The observer was a 45 year old male anisomyope. His central refractive errors, as 34
measured using streak retinoscopy, were: right eye (RE) = -19.75/-1.50 x 95; left eye (LE) = -35
2.25/-1.00 x 27. His spectacle-corrected central visual acuities were: RE, 6/6 (logMAR 0.00); LE, 36
6/5 (logMAR -0.08).  Central Mean Spherical Error (MSE) was -20.50D in the right eye and -2.75D 37
in the left eye, producing 17.75D of central anisometropia. At age 10 years, 38
refractive error was approximately -7.00D RE and -1.00D LE, indicating that most of the refractive 39
changes in his right eye occurred late into (or after) the critical period of visual development. The 40
observer, a qualified optometrist, reported that his central refractive error was stable from 16-17 41
years of age. The spectacle refractive error at 40  temporal to the fovea, determined using streak 42
retinoscopy, was -8.00/-2.50 x 90 for the right eye and -3.50/-1.50 x 90 for the left.  Peripheral 43
refractive error was corrected using full aperture trial lenses at a vertex distance of 12 mm. 44
45
Determination of surface area 46
Magnetic resonance (MR) images were obtained for the right and left eyes of the observer 47
using procedures initially reported by Singh et al.,19 and recently used to measure posterior 48
vitreous chamber shape in both myopia and emmetropia.20-22 In brief, the observer was scanned 49
using a Siemens Trio 3-tesla MRI scanner with an 8-channel phased-array head-coil. A T-250
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weighted scan was used to demarcate fluid-based intraocular structures for each eye, providing 51
a high-contrast delineation of the vitreous-retina interface. 52
Following Gilmartin et al.,20 the 3D co-ordinates for nasal and temporal quadrants for each 53
eye were collapsed and superimposed about the nasal-temporal meridian and plotted in two 54
dimensions as distance-along and distance-from the visual axis for 15% to 100% of eye length. 55
Whereas Gilmartin et al. plotted the mean distance from the visual axis against the midpoint of 56
successive percentage intervals of axial length, the present study employed a 10-point moving 57
average of MRI data to represent ocular shape (Fig. 1A).58
The second nodal point (NP2) was adopted as a pivotal reference point for the 59
representation of ocular shape. NP2, which was assumed to be located at the posterior pole of 60
the crystalline lens, bisects the line representing distances from NP2 to the two adjacent vitreous-61
retina interfaces;20 the axis orthogonal to this line is coincident with the visual axis. The distance 62
from the posterior pole of the cornea to NP2 for the RE and LE (7.7 mm and 7.5 mm, respectively) 63
was taken as the sum of the anterior chamber depth (3.5 mm and 3.3 mm, respectively) and lens 64
thickness (4.2 mm). The latter was calculated from the regression equation for age versus lens 65
thickness,23 which was considered appropriate as recent studies show no significant relationship 66
between refractive error and lens thickness.2467
The position of NP2 was used to locate, by projection, the regions of the temporal retinae 68
conjugate with the 40º nasal location of the stimulus display. As the difference in positions of NP2 69
for the RE and LE was small (0.2 mm), for expediency single lines were drawn at 40º in Fig. 1A 70
and 40º ±3º in Fig. 1B to represent, for both eyes, the 6º angular subtense of the stimulus display. 71
BC and FG (mm) in Fig. 1B indicate the distances projected onto the temporal retinae of 72
the right and left eye, respectively, by the stimulus display. Constituent distances AB and AC were 73
s ABE and ACD, respectively 74
(distances AE, BE and AD, CD were available from x- and y-co-ordinates of the MRI data output). 75
The distance between B and C (F and G) was assumed to be linear and calculated by applying 76
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the Cosine Rule to triangle ABC (AGF). The right and left eye retinal surface areas corresponding 77
to the square stimulus display were therefore BC2 and FG2, respectively.78
79
Measures of detection and direction discrimination performance 80
Stimuli. All stimuli were generated using a VSG2/5 graphics board (from Cambridge Research 81
Systems) and displayed on a Sony FD Trinitron monitor with 14-bit luminance resolution at a non-82
interlaced frame rate of 100 Hz. The stimulus was a horizontally-oriented sinusoidal grating of 83
spatial frequency 1.0  6.0 cycles/deg, drifting either up or down at a temporal frequency of 8 Hz. 84
The grating had a Michelson contrast of 0.8, and was presented within a 6º square patch at a 85
viewing distance of 1 m. The sharp edges of the patch were attenuated with a cosine ramp of 86
0.75º width. The mean luminance of the display was 40 cd/m2. 87
88
Procedure. The display was viewed monocularly at an eccentricity of 40º (temporal retina). The 89
fixation target was a red light emitting diode, with eccentricity measured from the centre of the 90
stimulus.  91
A two-interval forced-choice procedure was used in conjunction with method of constant 92
stimuli to measure psychometric functions relating performance for both detection and direction 93
discrimination criteria to stimulus spatial frequency. For detection, one interval contained a 94
sinewave grating that drifted either upwards or downwards with equal probability, while the other 95
contained a blank field of the same mean luminance. The task of the observer was to indicate 96
(using a button press) which interval contained the grating. For direction discrimination, one 97
interval contained an upward-drifting grating and the other, a downward-drifting grating. The task 98
of the observer was to indicate which interval contained the upward-drifting grating. For both 99
criteria, the intervals were presented in random order, lasted 1 s each, and were separated by a 100
blank screen of 1 s duration. Each datum was calculated as the percentage of correct responses 101
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from a minimum of 25 trials. No feedback was given. To minimize 102
adaptation effects, the observer was instructed to close his eyes for 30 s after every 10 trials. 103
104
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 105
Retinal surface area and rotation 106
Stimulus display surface areas for the temporal quadrants of the right and left eyes, based107
on the MRI surface area data (Fig. 1), were calculated to be 3.36 mm2 (BC2) and 2.40 mm2 (FG2),108
respectively. The retinal image size in the highly myopic right eye was therefore 40% larger than 109
the image size in the mildly myopic left eye (ratio 1.4).110
With a simple linear expansion of the globe, spatial acuity in angular units (cycles/deg) for 111
both direction discrimination and detection should remain unchanged because the increased 112
optical image size would compensate for any changes in the density and size of the retinal 113
sampling units. In order to demonstrate the effects of severe myopia on the anatomical properties 114
of retinal units, therefore, we plotted our psychophysical data in linear units on the retina 115
(cycles/mm) rather than angular units. With this approach, and assuming a linear stretch model 116
of myopia and a regular sampling matrix, both the sampling density and cut-off spatial frequency 117
(in cycles/mm) of the underlying units will vary in inverse proportion to the extent of retinal 118
stretching. Based on our MRI surface area data (Fig. 1), the sampling density and cut-off 119
frequency of the right eye should be less than that of the left eye (along a single dimension) by a 120
factor of 1.18 (i 1.4).121
From Fig. 1B, sine DE/BC determined the angle retinal surface BC makes with the 122
horizontal (55.3º). The angle for surface FG was similarly calculated (46.4º), indicating that the 123
retinal surface in the RE was rotated 8.9º anticlockwise relative to the LE.124
125
Detection performance 126
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Figure 2 shows the performance (percentage of correct responses) of the observer for the 127
criterion of detection, plotted as a function of stimulus periodicity. Performance declined to chance 128
(50% correct) with increasing stimulus spatial frequency for both right- (filled circles) and left-eye 129
(open circles) viewing. The curve through each data set shows the least-squares fit of a Weibull 130
function. With threshold defined at the 80% correct level, the measured spatial acuity was 16.46 131
cycles/mm for the left eye and 7.78 cycles/mm for the right eye. Note that the predicted acuity of 132
the right eye, based on the inter-eye MRI surface area data, was 13.95 cycles/mm (i.e. 133
16.46/1.18). 134
Converting the psychophysical data to angular units, the measured spatial acuity was 2.38135
cycles/deg for the right eye, which is 44% less than the measured acuity of 4.25 cycles/deg for 136
the left eye. This difference in spatial acuity is incompatible with a simple linear stretch model of 137
myopia. Note that the acuity of the left eye (4.25 cycles/deg) closely approximates the receptive138
field cut-off frequency of parvocellular ganglion cells at 40º eccentricity in individuals with little or 139
no ametropia.7140
141
Direction discrimination performance 142
The psychometric functions for direction discrimination, shown in Fig. 3, differ both 143
quantitatively and qualitatively to those for detection. Performance for direction discrimination fell 144
to chance level at 9.50 cycles/mm for the left eye (open circles) and 7.75 cycles/mm for the right 145
eye (closed circles), and did so for each eye despite detection performance exceeding 80% 146
correct (see Fig. 2). For the highly myopic right eye, performance remained near chance for higher 147
stimulus periodicities. For the left eye, however, performance continued to decline below chance 148
with increasing stimulus spatial frequency, reaching zero percent correct at 10.7 cycles/mm 149
before rising to chance again near 13.5 cycles/mm. This decline in performance below chance 150
indicates that the grating stimulus was perceived drifting in the wrong direction, which is consistent 151
with it having been spatially undersampled.4,7,14,15152
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The sampling theorem predicts that, with drifting gratings and a regular sampling matrix, 153
direction discrimination performance should be at chance for periodicities matching the Nyquist 154
limit of the matrix because the stimulus will alias to a counterphased grating at that limit; grating 155
periodicities greater than the Nyquist limit but less than twice the Nyquist limit will alias to a grating 156
drifting in the opposite direction to the input grating.17 Given this, we estimate the sampling density 157
of the underlying mosaic to be 9.50 cycles/mm (from Fig 3) for the mildly myopic left eye, a value 158
which is in accord with previous estimates of ganglion cell density at 40º in the temporal retina of 159
normally-sighted observers.7,15,18160
Assuming a linear stretch model of myopia and a regular sampling matrix, the predicted 161
sampling density of the underlying mosaic for the highly myopic right eye is 8.05 cycles/mm (i.e. 162
9.50/1.18), closely approximating our measured value of 7.75 cycles/mm (see Fig. 3). In other 163
words, the sampling density of the myopic right eye was reduced by approximately the same ratio 164
as that predicted from the inter-eye MRI surface area data. It is likely that a clear reversal of 165
stimulus motion was not evident with right-eye viewing because the spatial resolution of the right 166
eye declined sharply for stimulus periodicities greater than 7.75 cycles/mm (Fig. 2).  167
Based on previously published work, we assume the underlying sampling matrix to be 168
retinal ganglion cells (see Introduction). Our results, therefore, are in accord with previous studies 169
reporting a decreased ganglion cell density in the peripheral retina of myopic observers.1170
171
CONCLUSIONS 172
The spatial acuity (cycles/deg) of  right eye was almost half 173
that of his left, a reduction that cannot be explained solely by a linear areal expansion of the 174
underlying sampling units. While our data are consistent with evidence that myopic eyes have a 175
reduced peripheral resolution acuity relative to emmetropic eyes,1,2 it remains an open question 176
as to why this is so. Assuming the enlarged receptive fields of the sampling units in a myopic eye 177
are a consequence of ocular stretching alone and not some compensatory dendritic growth 178
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mechanism,25 the reduced peripheral resolution evident in myopia may arise from: (i) increased 179
higher-order aberrations;26,27 (ii) neuronal damage caused by retinal thinning;28-30 (iii) aliasing 180
artefacts associated with neuronal undersampling;1 and/or (iv) receptoral misalignment.12,13 As 181
we have no new evidence with regard to optical quality or retinal thinning, we limit further 182
discussion here to the possible functional effects of undersampling and changes in receptor 183
orientation. 184
Several studies have reported that reduced neural sampling associated with myopia may 185
decrease peripheral visual performance.1,3,31-33 However, our results suggest that the reduction in 186
sampling density in high myopia is no greater than would be expected from a simple linear 187
expansion of the retina. As such, the expanded optical image size should compensate for any 188
changes in sampling density. Functionally, therefore, myopia by itself should not result in any 189
additional sampling artefacts beyond what may already be present in the peripheral retina of an 190
emmetropic eye. 191
It is well established from human and animal studies that phototropic mechanisms actively 192
align photoreceptors towards a central area of the pupil to optimize light absorption.34,35 However, 193
deviations in receptor alignment have been shown to be a consequence of axial elongation in 194
both human isomyopic36 and anisometropic eyes.37 The retinal image surface area of our 195
 highly myopic right eye was rotated almost 9º anticlockwise from 196
surface (Fig. 1). The magnitude of this rotation may be sufficient to override local phototropic 197
forces,37 leaving photoreceptors in the right eye aligned in a direction more or less perpendicular 198
to the outer shell of the eyeball.38 This assumption could be tested in a future study by assessing 199
the directional properties of cone photoreceptors from psychophysical36,37,39 or reflectometry40200
measures of the Stiles Crawford Effect of the First Kind, or from adaptive optics retinal imaging201
systems.35 Misalignment of the photoreceptors with the exit pupil would result in less efficient 202
luminance signal capture in the right eye, manifest as a reduction in contrast sensitivity for the 203
detection of visual targets. Accepting this, we conclude that changes in receptor orientation may 204
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explain, at least in part, the large reduction in peripheral spatial acuity evident in the highly myopic 205
right eye of our observer. We speculate that if such misalignment causes sufficient visual 206
deprivation and/or disrupts local feedback processes through physiological stress, it may also 207
influence ocular growth and be a determining factor in the development of myopia itself.  208
209
210
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1: 3D Magnetic Resonance Ocular Images. (A) 3-dimensional MRI co-ordinates for 
nasal and temporal quadrants were, for both RE and LE of the observer, collapsed and 
superimposed about the nasal-temporal meridian and plotted (as a 10-point moving average) in 
2-dimensions as distance-along and distance-from the visual axis for approximately 15 to 100%
of eye length. The axial lengths of the right and left eye were 27.9 mm and 21.9 mm, respectively. 
The variance in distance from the axis for a given distance along the axis designates the degree 
of irregularity in retinal shape occurring across the nasal and temporal quadrants. Thus, relative 
to the LE, the variation in retinal shape in the temporal quadrant is substantially greater in the 
highly myopic RE.  (B) The position of NP2 was used to locate, by projection, the regions of the 
temporal retinae conjugate with the 40º nasal location of the stimulus display. As the difference 
in positions of NP2 for the RE and LE was small, single lines were drawn at 40º and at 40°±3º to 
represent, for both eyes, the angular subtense of the stimulus display. BC and FG (mm) indicate 
the distances projected onto the temporal retinae of RE and LE by the stimulus display and were 
assumed to be linear. BC and FG were used to calculate the inter-eye ratio of retinal image 
surface areas. (C and D) Visualization of the generated 3-dimensional eye surfaces, pseudo-
coloured with reference to the axial distance from the corneal pole.
Figure 2: Visual Performance for Detection of Sinusoidal Gratings. Performance (% of 
correct responses) of the observer for the detection of sinusoidal gratings drifting at 8 Hz, plotted 
as a function of grating spatial frequency in cycles/mm (open circles, left eye; closed circles, right 
eye). The results are for horizontal gratings of 80% contrast, positioned 40º in the temporal retina. 
The upper (and lower) 95% confidence limit was three times the symbol size. The curve through 
each data set is the least-squares fit of a Weibull function, and the solid horizontal lines show the 
criterion level for determining spatial acuity (80% correct) and chance performance (50% correct). 
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Spatial acuity for the left eye was 16.46 cycles/mm (4.25 cycles/deg); acuity for the right eye was
7.78 cycles/mm (2.38 cycles/deg).
Figure 3: Visual Performance for Direction Discrimination of Sinusoidal Gratings.
Performance (% of correct responses) of the observer for the direction discrimination of sinusoidal 
gratings drifting at 8 Hz, plotted as a function of grating spatial frequency in cycles/mm (open 
circles, left eye; closed circles, right eye).  The results are for horizontal gratings of 80% contrast, 
positioned 40º in the temporal retina. The upper (and lower) 95% confidence limit was three 
time the symbol size. The curve through each data set is the least-squares fit of a Weibull function 
down to the first datum below chance performance (50% correct), with a simple line fit to the 
remaining data. Note that the direction discrimination function falls to chance at 9.50 cycles/mm 
(2.45 cycles/deg) for the left eye and 7.75 cycles/mm (2.37 cycles/deg) for the right eye. 



